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CiteRight, a tool that helps lawyers find, organize, cite and use legal
research, is offering new customers two free months to help Canadian
litigation teams collaborate effectively, paperlessly and remotely. See their
announcement for details.
Evichat helps law firms and organizations process evidence from their
clients’ mobile devices and the cloud - text messages and social media.
Say goodbye to screenshots for good!
Founded is a legal platform that automates and manages the incorporation
process, corporate maintenance, and legal workflows for a wide range of
Canadian law firms, from national firms to sole practitioners. In addition
to housing a company’s digital minute book, Founded automates routine
corporate legal tasks such as incorporations, corporate maintenance,
share and equity management, and electronic signatures. Learn more here.
Legalboards is the first agile tool designed specifically for legal
practitioners looking to streamline their daily work routine. This platform
is centered around visual boards that: standardize repetitive workflows,
enhance tasks chain automation, and create auto-assignments based on a
matter’s stage.
It combines the best of lean and agile methodologies to help corporate
legal departments and law firms develop best practices in management,
automation, and integration for fast-paced work environments.
MinuteBox is a cloud-based entity management and minute book platform.
There is nothing to install or maintain and data can be instantly migrated
from a myriad of existing platforms - such as FastCo.
MinuteBox is providing free migration for professionals that need access
to their minute books and corporate records from home. The service also
allows clients to access their minute books and entity data without service
interruption. MinuteBox is waiving all fees until June 1, 2020.
For more information, email info@minutebox.com or visit this page.
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To help Canadian businesses and law firms stay up to date on quickly
evolving legal changes due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Optimize
Compliance is offering time-limited, free access to its compliance app.
Optimize Compliance helps you build customized — cross-Canada – legal
compliance reports that are updated in real-time. This offer is for HR, inhouse legal and law firms with 10 or fewer lawyers. Click here to sign up.
Rally delivers an all-in-one document automation & client collaboration
solution to business lawyers. We help lawyers attract and retain clients all
while reducing errors and making more money on routine work. Through
our document automation technology, lawyers can generate first drafts
of transaction documents 90% faster than with traditional methods. All
clients can be provided with access to a branded portal enabling them to
seamlessly submit information, request new work, and more.

Vaultie lets you and your clients digitally sign documents using verified
ID’s tied to compliance grade facial recognition. Clients can verify their
ID’s from anywhere and sign digital documents that are verifiable by any
third party with access to a smartphone. They are a secure tool for virtual
commissioning in Ontario. Vaultie has announced they will be offering their
Standard plan for FREE during the COVID outbreak.
VESTA Social Innovation Technologies lives at the intersection between
gender based violence, access to justice and technology. It is a social
enterprise changing how those who have experienced sexual misconduct
seek and access justice. In collaboration with community agencies, we are
launching VESTA Community; a web and mobile enabled application that
allows survivors of sexual assault to access resources, document their
experience and anonymously report to the police.

Visto is a free platform guiding skilled workers and international students
through the Canadian permanent residency process. We also help
newcomers find jobs and settle in Canada, in an effort to make the entire
immigration journey as seamless and affordable as possible.
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